Monsoon 2020 Online Priority Registration Planner
Prioritize Single Session and Multi Session Classes Separately

If Using Form Electronically, Click Class Title to Go to Registration System

Single Sessions:
Rank Classes in this Section in Order of Priority Starting with Number 1

Wednesdays

_______  A Playlist for Democracy - Class Seats: 70
_______  Ballot Blues - Class Seats: 70
_______  A Local Approach to Combating Poverty - Class Seats: 40

Thursdays

_______  Avoiding Bad Meetings - Class Seats: 70
_______  The Nordic Countries Social Safety: How does it really work? - Class Seats: 70
_______  Understanding Sous Vide Cooking - Class Seats: 60
_______  Wildlife Rescue, Rehab, Release and Coexistence - Class Seats: 70

Fridays

_______  YouTube Playlist 101 - Class Seats: 45
_______  Music Here, There and Everywhere - Class Seats: 100

Multi Sessions:
Rank Classes in this Section in Order of Priority Starting with Number 1

Mondays

_______  Duane's Depressed by Larry McMurtry - Class Seats: 40
_______  News and Views, Williams - Class Seats: 30
_______  Aura, by Carlos Fuentes, en Español - Class Seats: 24
_______  The Civil War in American History - Origins - Class Seats: 100
_______  The Social & Emotional Mind: Relating and Feeling - Class Seats: 70
_______  Understanding the World of Wine - Class Seats: 40
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Tuesdays

________  **Beginning Spanish**  - Class Seats: 45
________  **Color - In Art and Life**  - Class Seats: 50
________  **Positive Relationship Building**  - Class Seats: 50
________  **Documentaries to Make You Think**  - Class Seats: 100
________  **News and Views, Flasch/Somers**  - Class Seats: 35
________  **Revitalize your Wellness Routine!**  - Class Seats: 20

Wednesdays

________  **Decision Making In Life - A Calculus**  - Class Seats: 70
________  **The Films of Ingmar Bergman**  - Class Seats: 70
________  **Film Discussion Group**  - Class Seats: 50
________  **Six Weeks to Better Health**  - Class Seats: 70
________  **The New Solar System Part 1 & 2**  - Class Seats: 70
________  **Human Origins**  - Class Seats: 70

Thursdays

________  **Fear, Anger and Sadness: Birthplaces of Compassion**  - Class Seats: 25
________  **Reading the Economist**  - Class Seats: 40
________  **Reading the New Yorker**  - Class Seats: 30

Fridays

________  **How the New Testament Was Made**  - Class Seats: 70
________  **Dream Group**  - Class Seats: 30
________  **English History: Anglo Saxon Period 410-900AD**  - Class Seats: 40
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